BeachGames at BeachHamburg
The BeachGames are a bouquet of games, which we have created and improved over the last 15 years. You
will have a ton of fun and enjoy unforgettable moments with your friends and colleagues of which you will
be talking for a long time.
Every teambuilding will be individually designed and prepared for you, belonging to your wishes and
requirements..

Parts

each team will have it´s own
a moderator will pack the

teamleader / animateur

games in an entertaining story

pushing you to a good mood
and noting the points

each participant gets a
winners certificate at the
presentation ceremony with a
team picture and the logo of

during the games pictures will
be taken - you get a digital
disc with all the pictures

your company on it

a special selection of music is

a special pa system will be

prepared for each

provided for the games

teambuilding
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Games
finding the teams
The first game might be finding the teams. While planning the games you decide how many teams you want to
have and with how many members. In one way you can tell us how to build the teams (for example by mixing different departments). The other way would be finding the teams randomly in a game by asking for the birthday or
the body size.
The different teams can be marked by vip ribbons, team shirts, colored flower chains or what ever...

beach ball battle
A must have and a perfect game for warm up! Goal of the game is to shoot as many beach balls as possible into
the field of the opponent, in order to empty one’s own field. For this game we put up to 1.000 beach balls into the
sand. When the music starts the games starts and the whole air is full of beach balls.
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dance on the ball
The team has to roll a large ball of 7 feet in diameter from one point to another and back again, while one person
of the team has to balance on top of the extra large ball. You do this for maybe eigth times, each time with a new
team member on top of the ball.

towel-power-ball
A given number of balls has to be carried from A to B by using two towels. Towels are used both, for throwing the
balls and for catching them.

tug of war
Maybe one of the oldest games in mankind, but completely different played on sand.
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tower construction
Coca-Cola boxes are not only good for caring this sweet drink, but also for building high towers.

river crossing
Equipped with a few boxes and bars the team has to overcome an obstacle without touching the ground. Not only
skills are needed here, but one automatically also gets into close contact with his or her team members.

group picture
To get a last nice picture with all guests after the games, the group has to form the company logo or some other
important thing. At least you can just come together.
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sack race
Do you remember the last time doing the sack race? No matter how old you have been or if you won or lose, we are
sure it wasn’t against some friends at a beach party.

mindgame
At the beginning it was a square, but now you have to build new forms given by your team leader. Sounds more
easy then it is...

fun tournament
beach- volleyball, soccer, handball, frisbee or what ever… Almost any sports can be done on sand and as a tournament.
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dangerous current
One after the other member of the team has to reach a pole as fast as possible, circle it a certain number of times
and find the way back to the team after this..

beach gulf
How is your handicap? Each team member hast to putt a given number of balls or to place them next to the hole,
as close as possible.

gulf course
Show your coordination by driving a beach ball through different courses / obstacles with a golf club.
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coconut boule
As many coconuts as possible have to be thrown into a goal, e.g. a bucket. The nearer the coconuts get to the goal
the more points wins the thrower.

coconut rally
As at the egg run you have to balance and transport a coconut on spone. But this time with flippers
on your feet. Good luck!

limbo dance
The participants have to prove their coordination by doing the Limbo, possibly with an additional task.
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blind volleyball
Play volleyball with a slower beach ball and WITHOUT seeing the opponent team.

XL mikado
You play it like the small one, but on sand and with much larger sticks.

beach ski race
With five team members on the same ski you have to be faster then the other team. The time will be taken by your
animateur.
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rescue race
All team members - if possible- must be seated on a small air cushion in the shortest time. There you have to
remain for a certain time, in order to make the attempt valid..

great escape
Like prisoners chained together with their feet you have to run with two persons in one big trousers.

pictonary
This time you do the pictonary in the sand without a pencil and a note. Just your finger and sand.
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hula hoop
This is the right moment to work on your hip movement or to show how movable your body is.
Who manages this for the longest time?

sense of space by communication
Blindfold four team members have to place themselves in a perfect square, just by talking to each
other an d holding a rope.

final statement & disclaimer
As for all sports activities at the BeachCenter Hamburg the terms of the Beach Hamburg GmbH and the
house rules apply equally to the participation in the BeachGames. Guest participate the BeachGames or
tournaments at their own risk.
The Beach Hamburg GmbH does not liable for property damage and personal injury.
All games are tested over many years and have been checked prudently to the savety for the players.
state 10/2016
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